Brexton Cole Interiors is a nationally recognized design firm, Valerie Darden founded Brexton Cole Interiors in 2014. As the founder, Valerie Darden named her company after her two sons Brexton and Cole.


Brexton Cole Interiors has a unique design style that is described by clients as a sophisticated blend of traditional meets modern. Valerie’s style is timeless with added touches that meet the modern aesthetic of today’s consumers.

“The details are not details. They make the design.”
Why Brexton Cole Interiors Home:
Carefully curated for the design loving consumer.

Brexton Cole Interiors Home meets the demand of what is popular in the current retail market with fresh designs and timeless details. With a large social media following and hearing first hand what design lovers want, Valerie understands the needs of home decor buyers around the nation.

The How:
With a full understanding of home consumer demands, Brexton Cole Interiors is not afraid to play with patterns, use unexpected color combinations, eclectic details and mix traditional and modern details together to form a signature style.
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This Stafford Home's European Holiday Décor Is Inspired by Scenes from 'Downton Abbey'

A designer combines vintage and new elements in the home's European-inspired holiday décor.
Mix Black and White Finishes

This minimalist black-and-white bedroom from Bexton Cole Interiors has a restrained palette and minimal decor that makes every detail count, from a striking pendant light to a graphic piece of art hanging over the bed.

This boy's bedroom from designers Valerie and Leslie at Bexton Cole Interiors is the perfect mix of modern and traditional. The half-painted wall makes a big statement as a rich background for a brass four-poster bed and jewel-toned rug.
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